
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.2 Beta Release 2 - October 19th, 2009 

Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 2838 IB adapter Added support for VSE (Vienna Stock Exchange) 

Added 2853 NinjaScript .Name property can be set in Initialize() as a new approach to the prior deprecated Display Name concept 

Added 2872 Charts Fibonacci draw object user defined templates 

Added 2921 Charts Added Box chart style 

Added 2844 T&S window Columns can now be visually enabled/disabled 

Improved 2828 NinjaScript NS strategies overfill handling only would be triggered once per strategy to void lockup due to redundant 

strategy handling on subsequent order events. 

Improved 2859 Strategy Analyzer The Summary tab now displays the actual optimized value per parameter when selecting optimization 

results 

Improved 2874 BarChart.com 

adapter 

Supports pre/post market data 

Improved 2875 NinjaScript NinjaScript export process will now generate both a 32-bit and 64-bit DLL provided that Remote Soft 

Protector with 64-bit support is installed 

Improved 2886 NinjaScript Support pre-compiler directives so that one source base is possible for both NT 6.5 and NT 7 support 

Improved 2894 IB adapter Workaround for TWS energy contracts so that IB API call backs with incorrect expirations could be 

adjusted --> See CL symbol mapping for example 

Improved 2918 Charts Logarithmic scales now support negative values 

Changed 2841 NinjaScript Changed internal logic for overfill detection 

Changed 2847 General Prevent migration of NT 6.5 data when running 64-bit version for the first time 

Changed 2848 Strategy/Indicator 

Wizard 

Having a newline in the description text (e.g. by pressing CTRL+RETURN) would create code which does 

not compile. 

Changed 2909 TT adapter Restrict ICE support to TF 

Fixed 2827 Charts Chart flickering when saving or applying an indicator set 

Fixed 2829 NinjaScript Text drawn from indicator/strategy with method DrawTextFixed could have been off. 

Fixed 2830 Charts Max. possible zoom out capability wasn't refreshed on deletion of bar series. 

Fixed 2831 Charts Mini instrument selector disapears behind chart with AlwaysOnTop set to true on typing first letter. 

Fixed 2833 Data Box Data Box Time stamps missing seconds for tick based Data 

Fixed 2835 Strategy 

Performance 

window 

Strategy performance context menu item could have been disabled 

Fixed 2837 Charts Historical bar requests with session end into next day (e.g. 24/7) could have yielded one day too much on 

beginning and/or end. 

Fixed 2839 Charts Chart objects drawn from indicator were drawn on first panel, though DrawOnPricePanel was set to true 

and base series was on different panel. 

Fixed 2840 NinjaScript Objects drawn by indicators using DrawOnPricePanel could disappear when base bar series changed panel. 

Fixed 2845 Charts Chart series dialog: "..." button did not work as expected 



Fixed 2846 NinjaScript Editor Debug option was missing 

Fixed 2849 NinjaScript Editor Indicator wrapper code was not generated properly as a property has been commented out by "//". 

Fixed 2852 NinjaScript Properties flagged by "GridCategory" which are not of type int or double could cause exeception e.g. as the 

strategy is put on chart. 

Fixed 2854 Charts Chart->Right click->Image->Save as pulled up wrong dialog. 

Fixed 2855 Charts OHLC bar Type not reflecting changes in bar Width. 

Fixed 2856 Charts PnF, Kagi, LineBreak charts did not have volume 

Fixed 2857 Historical Data 

Manager 

When additional data is downloaded for an instrument in the HDM, the newly downloaded data is not 

being reloaded in the Edit/Export tabs 

Fixed 2863 Historical Data 

Manager 

When an HDM node is expanded, right clicking and deleting a different node will sometimes cause an 

exception.  

Fixed 2861 Historical Data 

Manager 

Edit Tab in HDM does not match the sorting of the lists on the Control Panel 

Fixed 2865 SuperDOM SuperDOM could have stale bid volumes when "Show market depth" was disabled 

Fixed 2866 Vision Financial 

adapter 

Vision connections did not migrate properly and Vision default settings had not been correct. 

Fixed 2867 Strategies Restoring strategies upon connect could cause a lock up. 

Fixed 2868 Grids When grids were being printed/emailed the date showing up was the day the grid was created, not the day 

that the grid was printed.  

Fixed 2869 General Error message for rejecting restore archive created by older NT version was incorrect. 

Fixed 2870 Indicators BarTimer indicator did not work. 

Fixed 2871 TT adapter There could have been redundant connection status events causing e.g. duplicate account on the NT combo 

boxes. 

Fixed 2873 NinjaScript Replace overwritten .Dispose() in standard indicators by OnTermination() 

Fixed 2877 Charts MultiColored Plots are not working when changing the plot style to block or triangle.  

Fixed 2878 Charts Drawing objects (GannFan, AndrewsPitchfork, and Fibonacci) from indicators with Overlay set to true 

threw indicator log error. 

Fixed 2879 Charts Negative bar series values would throw off NT and result e.g. in incorrect values being rendered on chart. 

Fixed 2880 NinjaScript OnTermination logic was flawed. 

Fixed 2881 Charts NT could crash when deleting indicator with indicator dialog while having bars on higher panel number.  

Fixed 2882 Charts BackColor could be off set from a indicator with overlay true. 

Fixed 2883 Charts 3 Line Break chart styles creating incorrect bars. 

Fixed 2884 Charts indicator wich plotted an indicator with input series not on chart could crash NT. 

Fixed 2887 NinjaScript NS: Indicator wrapper did not work in MA columns (although not supported they used to work in NT6.5) 

Fixed 2889 Charts Removal of indicators @VolumeCounter.cs, @BarTimer.cs, @RangeCounter.cs or @TickCounter.cs 

crashed NT. 

Fixed 2890 Charts When switched from MR to realtime, chart stayed historical in some cases. 

Fixed 2891 Charts Chart execution text and trade lines could have been drawn on wrong panel on multi series charts. 

Fixed 2893 Charts Indicator which added 2nd series and had other indicator as input series could throw indicator exception. 



Fixed 2897 Charts Removing of panel with y axis context menu could crash NT 

Fixed 2898 Charts Changing panel # of new indicator with other indicator as base series in indicator dialog could crash NT. 

Fixed 2899 Charts Chart objects plotted by indicator with DrawOnPricePanel false could show up on wrong panel. 

Fixed 2900 Strategy Analyzer Executions/trades on chart could have been off like entry/exit lines starting at wrong execution. 

Fixed 2901 Strategy Analyzer Incorrect data series had been loaded on chart tab when optimizing for data series  

Fixed 2902 Session Manager Session manager did not work on non-US machines. 

Fixed 2903 Charts Disabled bringing up chart panel properties on double click. 

Fixed 2905 Strategy Analyzer SA chart could throw exception on middle mouse button 

Fixed 2906 Charts Open chart until yesterday with session definition on yesterday reaching over midnight and including actual 

time could crash NT. 

Fixed 2907 Charts Chart series defaults had not been applied to the chart on the SA 

Fixed 2910 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Setting PriceType in Initialize() did not work. 

Fixed 2911 Charts Drag and drop of bar series didn't include executions on dragged bar series. 

Fixed 2912 Charts Executions on chart series could get duplicates on deleting bar series. 

Fixed 2913 Charts Middle mouse button on panel with indicators only could crash NT. 

Fixed 2914 Charts Deleting an indicator with bar series on panel with higher number containing executions could crash NT. 

Fixed 2915 Charts It was possible to select drawing objects from a different panel. 

Fixed 2916 Charts @VolumeIndicator on chart could go off when it was 'inactive'. 

Fixed 2917 Charts Indicator and strategy toolbar buttons are disabled while 'Loading data' on chart is displayed. 

Fixed 2919 Database Tools->Options->Data->Reset DB caused exception if DB held ATM strategies. 

Fixed 2920 NinjaScript output 

window 

Having the caret in the midst of the output text did not prevent output window window from scrolling as 

new text was added 

  

 


